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Small but many is already big:

- The magnitude of small-scale forest product and wood production is grand but under-valued.
- Building inclusive sustainable value chains can contribute to dramatically to further local economies, ensure climate resilient landscapes and implement the SDGs.
- Focusing on this small and medium-scale sector means addressing inclusion and unique barriers.
- Doing this seriously requires major transitions.
Small but many is big: Vietnam

- Forest cover >40%
- 25 million poor people in forested areas
- Forest accounts for 25% total income
- 3 million ha planted by 1.5 million households
- 2 ha/HH

Source: http://www.awg-sf.org/vietnam/
Inclusive wood value chains support SDGs
Unique needs along the entire value chain

Alliances spread success

Federations represent

Cooperatives add value

Producer groups sell
5 Transitions towards inclusive transformational change

- 1. Attitudinal transition
- 2. Tenure Transition
- 3. Territorial Transition
- 4. Organizational Transition
- 5. Economic Transition
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